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ugmented reality (AR) may
sound new, but actually it has
been around for at least 10
years, reports say, and it is the
recent uptake in smartphone

use and capability, along with funding from
the Recovery Act, that have pushed AR to the
front and center of pharma marketing plans.
Using a smartphone, everyone now has AR at
their fingertips. AR is the interaction of su-
perimposed graphics, audio, and other sense
enhancements over a real-world environment
that’s displayed in real-time. It’s the same
technology responsible for the first down lines
seen on televised football games.
And the same goes for QR codes. QR

codes originated in Japan, and became com-
mon in other countries when automakers
started using them to track vehicle parts.
Then along came the mobile Web, and they
evolved into the perfect way to connect mo-
bile phone users to a specific website. Beyond
their technological “wow” factor, the effective-
ness of these technologies as data capturing
tools will help today’s marketers generate
more pertinent leads.
According to Rob Rebak, chairman and

CEO of QualityHealth, these tools, along
with other technologies, can help with one of
the biggest challenges facing pharmaceutical

marketers today: the fragmentation of con-
sumer media consumption. This is especially
true when marketers need to generate quali-
fied marketing leads on a large scale. 
“Traditional publishing and associated

media buying models, both offline and online,
continue to produce less lead scale and effi-
ciency than they previously did,” Mr. Rebak
says. “The solution lies in the ability to aggre-
gate large-scale target audiences through new
data-driven technologies.”
In today’s highly competitive marketplace,

sales reps need and demand bona fide leads,
says David Ormesher, CEO of closerlook.
Simply generating awareness with an ad cam-
paign is no longer good enough. That impor-
tant distinction relies on the ability of mar-
keting to hand over contact information and
actionable insight on a prospect.
“This is where marketing and technology

converge,” he says. “Any new technology that
involves creating connectivity between a mar-
keting database and a user has the potential
for lead generation.” 
But for consumers to give up that much-

desired contact information, they first must
get something of value in return. 
“A fundamental attribute of any effective

lead generation program is a fair exchange of
value, or ‘give to get,’ ” Mr. Ormesher says. “If

A

Minding the

As & Qs of

Lead Gen Technology

Amid the many options of
 marketing technology available to the

 industry, two are  rising to the top: augmented
reality (AR) and quick  response (QR) codes. 

Robin Robinson
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to the healthcare field. This interactive tech-
nology has many applications: it can educate
physicians and patients on how a medicine
works; or how to use medical devices; or help
with surgical procedures through live interac-
tive imaging. It can help save lives, but from
a marketing perspective, it can also drive traf-
fic and generate leads by collecting pertinent
data. 
Mr. Ormesher says augmented reality has

become his favorite new marketing technol-
ogy. It blurs the line between what is real and
what is computer-generated by enhancing the
experience or the person’s immediate view of
reality. Unlike virtual reality, which replaces
the real world with a virtual one, AR overlays
computer-enhanced information on the
viewer’s perception in real time. 
More interesting for marketing folks, Mr.

Ormesher says, are tools that combine the real
world with dynamic, interactive information.
Examples include iPhone apps that help lo-
cate the nearest bar serving Stella beer, or the
Wikitude app that gives real-time informa-
tion on a person’s location, or the in-store
Legos AR kiosk that shows kids what the kit
inside the box will look like when it’s
assembled. Health-related applications
include assisting physicians with sur-
gery, explaining patient treatments and
diagnosis, and training both physicians
and patients on the correct use of med-
ications and devices. 
AR is effective because it engages con-

sumers and patients by making patient
education personal, relevant, and enter-
taining, says Jay Bolling, president and
CEO of Roska Healthcare Advertising. 
“I’m a big believer in the value of AR as a

powerful communications tool,” Mr. Bolling

the value of the offer is great enough, whether
it’s content or a tool, then the prospect is more
willing to give personal contact information
in exchange. When this exchange can be done
digitally, it reduces the time and effort barrier
for a prospect to raise his or her hand.”
Adriana Zeman, VP of strategic planning

at Cramer agrees. 
“Marketers forget that these technologies

work two ways, we get interaction and infor-
mation and the audience needs to receive some-
thing of value in return,” Ms. Zeman says. “For
example, clinical audiences respond to valuable
content, education, and clinical data.”
One of the biggest struggles for marketers is

how to manage all of the information gathered
from all of the channels now being used. Mar-
keting automation platforms can help mar-
keters manage multiple channels of communi-
cations, and through a single data set, provide
a holistic view of the user, Ms. Zeman adds. 
“Everything starts with segmentation tar-

geting and understanding the audience, and
one of the things we are most excited about is
marketing automation programs,” she says.
“New technologies allow marketers to target
audiences across a number of different chan-
nels, driving cross-channel conversion. The
nice thing about automated platforms is that
they allow for the integration of all the com-
munications across those many touch points.”

AR is the Perfect Match for    
Life-Sciences Messages
Unlike other new technologies, aug-

mented reality seems to be perfectly matched

“ everything starts with

 segmentation targeting and

 understanding the  audience.”
ADRIANA ZEMAN / Cramer

Augmented Reality and 
QR Codes in  Healthcare

Genzyme’s CALCIFIED HEART

WEBSITE uses augmented reality

to show a virtual version of a

 calcified heart in an effort to

 educate healthcare professionals

who treat chronic kidney disease

about the cardiovascular harm

that can be caused if these patients are prescribed

calcium-based medications. 

{  For more information, visit calcifiedheart.eu.

Bayer Healthcare’s

 QUESTIVAL SITE uses

 augmented reality to engage

young adults suffering from

hemophilia to go to the site as

a source for  information and

advice on issues such as sex, alcohol, smoking,

drugs, tattoos, and depression. 

{  For more information, visit questival.com.

The American Cancer  Society

has used QR codes to promote its

hyperlink “http://www.cancer.org/

Involved/Participate/Making

StridesAgainstBreastCancer.”

 MAKING STRIDES AGAINST

BREAST  CANCERwalk and its

 smoking cessation  program,

iwillquit.org. As part of the

 integrated campaigns, ACS incorporated QR

codes into PSA outdoor displays. 

{  For more information, visit  cancer.org. 

The Journal of Bone and Joint

Surgery is using QR Codes on

 selected editorial pages, articles, in a

special advertising page, and as part

of print/online sponsorships for free

access to premium videos. 

{  For more information, visit
ejbjs.org.

Source: PharmaVOICE
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says. “The persuasive nature of augmented re-
ality pushes patients to a new level of aware-
ness, helps them move out of denial about
their health and disease state, and sparks them
to action critical to affect positive change.” 
Applications could include video demon-

strations of how a disease affects specific or-
gans in a patient’s body or an interactive
mechanism-of-action animation cued from
the packaging on a pill bottle, he explains.  
According to Boris Kushkuley, Ph.D., pres-

ident of Ogilvy Commonhealth Interactive
Marketing, part of Ogilvy CommonHealth
Worldwide, the use of AR is growing rapidly
within companies that want to drive physician
traffic to booths at medical conventions. 
“AR is a really exciting area and it is being

used much more for conference interactivity,”
Dr. Kushkuley says. “Vendors are using fewer
broadcast messages that are less engaging to
physicians and more interactive techniques
that pull the doctors into a dialogue.” 

Creating a Community Through 
Social Media Doubles Lead Gen

The online marketing platform HubSpot reports that

not only can inbound marketing bring leads for less

money, but it can also double average monthly leads for

small and medium-size businesses. Creating a

 community of  followers through Twitter and a regularly

updated stream of content on a blog builds

 engagement, boosts the company’s presence on

Google, and ultimately brings in more potential

 customers. 

Among small and medium-size business-to-

consumer (B2C) companies studied, more than one-half

of those using Twitter generated double the median

monthly leads of non-Twitter users. That result held

across company size. 

According to the study, Twitter reach was critical to

increased lead generation. Companies with 100 to 500

followers generated 146% more median monthly leads

than those with 21 to 100 followers. Beyond the 

500-follower mark, though, there was no further gain.

Blogging also increased median monthly leads, and,

 unlike Twitter, the effect was about the same for B2C

and B2B companies. 

{ For more information, visit hubspot.com. 

“ any technology that

 connects a marketing

 database and a user will

 provide lead generation. ”
DAVID ORMESHER / closerlook 

“ Technology is blowing

 communications channels wide

open, changing every element of

healthcare marketing. ”
JAY BOLLING / Roska Healthcare Advertising

“ almost every pharma  company is

now integrating Qr codes into print

initiatives. ”
DR. BORIS KUSHKULEY / 

Ogilvy CommonHealth Interactive Marketing

The ability of AR to target audiences with
greater efficacy and reliability is one of its
greatest attributes, Mr. Bolling says. 
“The disadvantage of AR is that currently, it

is limited to a Web cam-enabled laptop,” he
says. “That being said, this limitation will be
short-lived with the launch of new mobile tech-
nologies.”

QR Codes Bring Health Info
 Directly to a User’s Phone
Smartphone technology, like text and QR

codes, represents a significant development in
marketing and lead generation because it al-
lows marketers to integrate media. This tech-
nology enables healthcare marketers to inter-
cept patients in the office, in a pharmacy, or
wherever they are. 
“Smartphones are changing how we inter-

act with and respond to information in our
daily lives,” Mr. Bolling says. “We can offer
real-time information and collect customer-
specific data so we understand their specific
needs and can qualify them as a lead.” 
For example, a poster on the wall in a doc-

tor’s office has a QR code; patients use their
smartphones to click on that two-dimensional
code and they can download a wealth of rele-
vant information in real time. 
“Technology is blowing communications

channels wide open and fundamentally
changing every element of healthcare market-
ing from lead generation to patient education
and adherence,” he says. “The result is in-
creased cost-efficiency, more effective commu-
nications, and, most importantly, better
healthcare outcomes.”
The use of QR codes in the industry is

high. Almost every pharma company is now
integrating QR codes into print initiatives,
Dr. Kushkuley says. Companies are using QR
codes to communicate with both consumers
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to integrate QR codes is little to none, but
using them will require companies to create a
new experience for the end user and not just
link to a corporate or product website that al-
ready exists.” 
The point to using QR codes is to expand

the experience and the information value.
“QR codes need to take the customer to a

new page that gives them a unique experi-
ence,” Dr. Kushkuley says. “Marketers should
not just repeat what consumers will see in tra-
ditional media.” 
If this goal is accomplished, then QR codes

can deliver valuable leads. 
“Mobile apps that provide on-demand

content or a QR code that takes the prospect
to a website with a compelling offer are both
effective ways to increase lead gen,” Mr.
Ormesher says. 

Mobile Texting Gains Ground 

Another channel that is experiencing great
promise is short code texting to reach con-
sumers on their phones. 
“We are starting to see increased use of

short code texting; as a channel it has been
largely ignored so far,” Ms. Zeman says. 
Texting should not be used for ongoing mes-

saging but rather to deepen the relationship
with consumers by informing them of other
places to go for more information, she adds.
Marketers can incorporate texting into the over-
all plan as a way to reach audiences and get
them to opt into a campaign effort and move
them into a different communication channel. 
“An example would be messages that

prompt patients to opt-in using a short code
that drives them to a mobile website,” Ms.
Zeman says. 
Mr. Rebak says mobile also has the best

conversion possibilities. 
“Mobile in particular is hotter than hot and

for good reason,” he says. “Opportunities exist
in even the basic reminder delivered via mo-
bile, especially if it contains prepopulated data
that helps patients talk effectively with their
doctors or perhaps provides product survey op-
portunities. Or data that assists patients with
finding the best doctor to treat a rare condition
or provides suggestions for relevant products or
services, which are covered by insurance.” 

Lead Gen

“ Today’s technologies  help

meet the biggest challenge

 facing  marketers: the

 fragmentation of consumer

media consumption.”
ROB REBAK / QualityHealth

and healthcare professionals and they are ap-
pearing on print materials and on posters on
convention floors. 
“Virtually every client we are working with

is starting to use QR codes,” he says. “The cost

The Fine Art of Clinical Research
At Chiltern, we’re ready to meet new challenges in the world of clinical trials.
We understand that in a complex and rapidly changing environment you
need a flexible, responsive partner – one that delivers complete trust and
quality. We offer global reach through our experienced team comprised of
nearly 1,400 people globally, and we’ve conducted clinical trials in more than
40 nations around the world. 

Established in 1982, we’ve grown to become a leading global Contract
Research Organization, with extensive experience in contract staffing and
conducting Phase I-IV clinical trials across all major therapeutic areas. 
That’s Chiltern – ready to help when and where you need us. 

U N D E R S T A N D I N G  T H E  B I G  P I C T U R E

CHILTERN SERVICES
• Early Phase
• Global Clinical Development
• Late Phase 
• Biometrics 
• Medical and Regulatory Affairs 
• Resourcing Solutions

Latin America & North America +1 423 968 9533   Asia Pacific & Europe +44 (0) 1753 512 000
info@chiltern.com   www.chiltern.com

Chiltern is an equal opportunity employer and we ensure that we give full consideration to individual needs for work life balance, personal fulfillment and growth. We are constantly
looking for talented individuals at all levels of experience. If you want more information or would like to register your details with us please visit the Careers section of our website. smart phone link
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ing brand new users,” she says. “With an e-
mail campaign directed at new users, 1% or
1.5% is considered a good response rate. A
double-digit response is outstanding.” 
Web keys also work twofold: they create an

impression as well as prompt people to regis-
ter and take deeper action. 
“In a client campaign using Web keys, al-

most half of the people who activated the Web
keys ended up opting into the campaign,
which provided pertinent lead gen informa-
tion,” Ms. Zeman adds. “It’s a good tactic when
the goal is to create a deeper level of engage-
ment with the audience or to drive a tradition-
ally offline audience to engage online.” PV

24 April 2011 � PharmaVOICE

“I am a big fan of anything that is going to
move somebody across channels, such as Web
keys,” Ms. Zeman says. “The benefit of Web
keys lies in the much higher than normal re-
sponse rates — usually in the double digits,

far above traditional methods of interaction.” 
Ms. Zeman says no other channel produces

this level of response, not even traditional di-
rect mail. 
“This is especially a big deal when target-

Lead Gen

EXPERTS
JAY BOLLING. CEO and

 President, Roska Healthcare

Advertising, a full-service

 advertising agency that

 integrates data and insight-driven

 marketing and advertising solutions. For

more information, visit

roskahealthcare.com.

BORIS KUSHKULEY, PH.D.

President, Ogilvy Common-

Health Interactive Marketing,

part of Ogilvy CommonHealth

Worldwide, a full-service  digital healthcare

marketing group. For more  information,

visit ogilvychww.com.

DAVID ORMESHER. CEO,

closerlook inc., a strategic

 marketing agency  specializing

in healthcare with an empha-

sis on strategy, creativity, and innovation.

For more information, visit closerlook.com

or email dormesher@closerlook.com.

ROB REBAK. Chairman and

CEO, QualityHealth, which

 offers a performance-based

customer acquisition solutions

for healthcare marketers. For more

 information, visit qhperform.com.

ADRIANA ZEMAN. VP,

 Strategic Planning, Cramer,

which specializes in

 developing and delivering

 innovative marketing solutions. For more

information, visit crameronline.com.

USE YOUR QR CODE READER 
OR GO TO 

bit.ly/PV0411_LeadGen

Q: How familiar are you with QR/quick response codes?

Very familiar 7%

Somewhat familiar 26%

Not at all familiar 65%

Q: Which of the following best describes your

 understanding of what a QR code is?

A 2-dimensional bar code that can store more data than a

traditional bar code

28%

A bar code that can be read by the camera in a Smartphone

through the reader

28%

A bar code that can take you to a website, watch a video,

download a coupon, etc.

20%

None of the above

22%

Q: Do you currently use QR codes to gather information

or for research purposes? 

Yes       4%

No                                                                                            95%

Q: Which of the following media/promotional channels

have you accessed a QR code to gather information?

(Check all that apply)

Professional trade journal ad 8%

In-office poster 0%

Consumer magazine ad 10%

Pharmaceutical trade journal ad 5%

Newspaper ad 5%

Patient handout/brochure 0%

At conferences 7%

Outdoor 1%

Sales Aids 5%

Don’t know 49%

Other 6%

Q: What is/are your primary source(s) to

gather information? (Check all that apply)

Professional/trade publications

29%

Internet search engines (e.g. Google searches)

29%

Online training sessions (e.g. webinars, etc.)

12%

Traditional mainstream new vehicles 

(TV, newspapers, consumer magazines)

12%

Sales reps/sales aids

13%

Other 

1%

Q: Do you have a QR reader on your

 smartphone?

Yes 18%

No 47%

Don’t Know 34%

Q: Which QR reader do you most prefer?

i-nigma Reader 0%

NeoReader 0%

KAYWA Reader 0%

BeeTagg 0%

The reader that is

built into/came 9%

standard with my phone

Don’t Know/Other 87%

Physicians’ QR Code Use

Physician awareness and use of quick response (QR) codes were recently determined by a survey conducted by

 Medical Marketing Service, a provider of healthcare lists and e-mail marketing services. The survey’s results show

that physician use of QR codes is low. It may take more time for physicians to become familiar with the

 technology  before they realize the value of using QR codes to lead them quickly to more information online

from their  smartphones. 

Source: MMS. For more information, visit mmslists.com.
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DIGITAL EDITION — BONUS CONTENT

electing the right technol-
ogy for a marketing pro-
gram should always start
with a deep understanding
of the target audience, not

the whims of the brand, says David
Ormesher, CEO of closerlook. User re-
search into customer habits, age
bracket, and familiarity with new and
existing communication channels, and
the role of influential communities
should be used to determine not only
the right combination of marketing and
communication technologies but also
how they can be used to bring value to
the user, he says. 
Next, the marketing goals of a phar-

maceutical brand should be considered:
is the brand for an acute or chronic dis-
ease, is it in launch, growth, or harvest
mode, and what resources are available
when a prospect shows interest? The an-
swers will all have an impact on tech-
nology selection. 
“Those technologies that become

transparent or seamless in the lives of cus-
tomers will hold the most value in the
long term,” Mr. Ormesher says. “Con-
sumers look to technology to entertain or
save time or money at the lowest personal in-
vestment, and the more that marketers can use
existing consumer channels or devices that al-
ready enjoy broad user acceptance the better.”
Boris Kushkuley, Ph.D., president of

Ogilvy CommonHealth Interactive Market-
ing, part of Ogilvy CommonHealth World-
wide, encourages marketers to do their home-
work and put some hard research behind
deciding who the target audience is. 

“In this new environment, marketers can
tailor the communication to the audience in
a much more precise way than before, so
clearer segmentation of the target audience
becomes very important,” he says. “Another
important component to keep in mind is that

the plan needs to be done within the con-
text of what the brand’s competition is
doing.
“To determine the best place to gain

share of voice, determine whether the
competition is already fully involved in a
certain channel, and it will be very hard to
penetrate and gain share of voice in that
same space,” Dr. Kushkuley adds. “In that
case, marketers want to identify areas that
are potentially underserved where the
brand can make a huge difference in the
marketplace. It’s very important to assess
the landscape before deciding how to in-
vest. There is no best practice, it is what-
ever works best for the brand within the
context of its competition.”  
The process can be made easier by

knowing clearly what the marketing ob-
jectives are. 
“Remember that it’s not about devel-

oping technology for technology’s sake,”
says Jay Bolling, president of Roska
Healthcare Advertising. “It’s about devel-
oping the right technology to meet the
brand’s objectives. Different tools work in
different ways.”
Mr. Bolling also says understanding

the audience is crucial.   
“As marketers, we need to understand

how the audience wants to receive informa-
tion, when they want it, where they want it,
and how frequently they want to receive it,”
he says. “While text messages might work
really well for teenagers, they may not work
at all for aging baby boomers, who may be
more responsive to messages communicated
via the Internet. Finally, once the best chan-
nels to talk to the target audience have been

Lead Gen

Matching
The Right Technology

to the BRAND

Robin Robinson

Marketers need to choose the correct channels for the message as carefully as they identify
their target audience. 

S

“ I wouldn’t discount any 

channel and I wouldn’t overly

focus on newer technologies. ”
ADRIANA ZEMAN / CramerCom
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DIGITAL EDITION — BONUS CONTENT

Lead Gen

“ The only best practice is

 whatever works best for your

brand. ”
DR. BORIS KUSHKULEY
Ogilvy CommonHealth 
Interactive Marketing

“ content must be meaning-

ful,  engaging, and relevant. ”
ROB REBAK / QualityHealth

The Advantages of Marketing Technology: Beyond Lead Gen

Targeting, measurement, and relevance are all part of the benefit package.

Overall, the biggest advantage of using marketing technology is that marketers can finally automate many of

the initial activities in developing qualified sales leads. Targeting, engaging, identifying, and differentiating are

important steps in attracting and sifting prospects to present the most likely new customers to the sales team,

and database-driven interactive technology can streamline this process.

GETTING THE WHOLE PICTURE

A benefit of using new

technologies along with

 automation software is the

ability to give a complete

picture of the audience

landscape. So many

 different users want to

 interact in different ways, so marketers have to

test the waters to identify which is the preferred

way the audience wants to interact with the

brand. Automated programs provide a holistic

view of the audience. Automated marketing

platforms usually have built-in mechanisms that

allow marketers to create lead scores, which

allow for segmenting the audience by the

 actions they take. For example, if someone takes

action A, B, and C, they are good prospects, but

if someone only does A and then D, that would

put them on a different level.

This holistic view allows marketers to focus

on prospects most likely to take action, while

making sure they are communicating messages

that are going to resonate with the audience.

MEASUREMENT IS THE HOLY GRAIL

Measuring is at the heart of

everything and technology

allows for the measurement

of a lot of success metrics.

With so many diverse chan-

nels and new ones emerg-

ing all the time, it is impor-

tant to be able to measure what works and

what doesn’t. 

Technology has shifted the ability to

 optimize tactics and in real time reallocate

funds to best performing channels. This is the

holy grail of marketing.

EFFICIENCY AND RELEVANCE ARE THE FUTURE

The benefit of using the right

 combination of marketing  technologies

for generation-qualified marketing leads

ultimately comes down to  efficiency,

 relevance, and  performance. Lead

 generation and  performance in online

pharmaceutical marketing have

 traditionally referred to relevant health consumer leads

 delivered into a relationship-marketing database followed

by fulfillment tactics such as e-mails,  direct mail, or other

means. However, things are changing. The future of

 performance-based pharmaceutical  consumer marketing

will entail going further down the marketing funnel to drive

large-scale specific marketing actions that align  directly

with brand objectives. Payment will be made based on

reaching agreed upon marketing actions. These actions

could range from more basic purchase intent actions, such

as the download of co-payment mitigation materials, all the

way to downstream actions such as paying for  patient-

initiated conversations (PICs) with physicians. Driving PICs

on a large scale and pay-per-PIC performance-based  pricing

is likely to be the future of lead generation and may very

well be the future of permission-based DTC marketing. 

IMMEDIACY AND DEPTH CAN’T BE BEAT

The primary benefit of using marketing

technology is immediacy. Consumers

can opt in for more information at the

point of sale; this opens a world of

 opportunity because now marketers

can leverage consumers’ impulse

 responses at the point of sale.

Another enormous benefit of using technology is the

depth of information that can be offered to key audiences,

as well as the level of insight that can be attained. 

A third asset embedded in marketing technology is

the myriad communications tools now available to reach

the disparate audiences.  

Adriana Zemen
Cramer

Dr. Boris Kushkuley
Ogilvy 
CommonHealth

Rob Rebak
QualityHealth

Jay Bolling 
Roska Healthcare
 Advertising

determined, the message content must re-
flect a thorough understanding of each audi-
ence’s needs to effectively drive awareness,
acceptance, and action.” 
“Achieving massive targeted audience

scale isn’t easy,” says Rob Rebak, chairman
and CEO, QualityHealth. “And turning that
massive scale into leads, which marketers can
ultimately convert into sales, can be even
harder.”  
Mr. Rebak suggests that while there are

many conversion factors that contribute to the
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Lead Gen

effectiveness of a marketing channel, there are
three that are most critical. 
First, content must be meaningful, engag-

ing, and relevant both for the initial consumer
acquisition experience and for the brand’s con-
sumer campaign experience. 
Second, permission-based consumer data

collection must be explicit and data-driven
optimizations must be enabled for both initial
consumer acquisition and conversion. 
And third, the consumer healthcare experi-

ence must introduce or reinforce appropriate
healthcare brands at the right time using inte-
gration of other resources, tools, or channels. 

“The right data used the right way can re-
ally help with both marketing efficiency and
effectiveness, but they can also be a potential
liability if handled incorrectly,” he says. 
According to Dr. Kushkuley, it is very im-

portant to plan platform agnostic programs as
communication technology is constantly
changing.
“The platforms being used today may not

be as popular in just a year or two,” he says.
“A good example is the social media outlets:
MySpace was the hottest thing in world and
now the consumer focus has shifted to Face-
book and Twitter.”

Success lies in having that right mix of
communication channels, says Adriana
Zeman, VP, strategic planning, Cramer. 
“I wouldn’t discount any new channel

without trying it first, and I also wouldn’t
over focus on newer technologies and com-
pletely forget some of the traditional channels
that are tried and true.”   
Ms. Zeman says she encourages clients to

try new technologies to see the results they
create, but sometimes the traditional direct
mail route is the right way to go. 
“It sounds crazy but a lot of times the best

way to reach physicians is still direct mail
with business reply cards,” she says. “The re-
sults shock me every time so it really is a chan-
nel not to be forgotten.” PV
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